PREMIER ACADEMY’S TEST

SERIES (“PAT”)

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1.

Who can take up the test?

Any IPCC or Final Student who wants to write they can write.
2.

I am not in Chennai. Can I Write?

Any student from anywhere in India can take up the test series through postal method. If
you are in Chennai, you can directly come to academy and take up the test with 2 days of
prior intimation.
3.

What are the types of test available?

We have 2 choices for you.
a. Subject wise – Chapter wise and full portion test
b. Only Full portion test.
In the subject wise – chapter wise test, each subject has been divided into 4 parts so 4 test
will be conducted. Each test carries 50 Marks.
Consolidated full portion test is like pre ICAI exams.
4.

What is the cost?

If you choose subject wise – chapter wise, then per subject Rs. 500 (for 5 tests) plus Rs.100 for
postage (for all the 5 test put together)
5.

How to apply for test series?
a. Go to “premieracademy.in”. Click test series “online registration
b. Fill application form with your details
c. Click online payment and fill the details
d. NEFT your payment to the Bank account mentioned there
e. Take the print out of the form that got generated and post to us.

6.

How will I get confirmed that PA received my payment

Your bank account details which you filled in will be mapped with our bank credit.
7.

How I will get Question paper and how I will send you the answer paper?

We will mail you question paper. You have to take print out at your end and write the exam
in long size ruled paper and post to us.
8.

Who will evaluate my paper? How will I get back my answer paper?

Qualified Chartered accountants will only value your paper, suggestions will be written in
your answer paper itself for better development in presentation also with printed suggested
answer we will send back your answer paper in post.
Contact: 7418548404/ 9841661450 or whatsapp: 9940512888 and log on to premieracademy.in

